
BUSINESS PLANNING FUNDAMENTALS

Here are some fundamentals of preparing an effective business plan for your small business. Specify the Goals and
Mission of Your Business. You should first .

You will reference it often, making sure you stay focused and on track, and meet milestones. For that,
entrepreneurs get a to page document that often obscures even the most fundamental facts about the
business--what it does and how it makes money. After all of that, one big question still remains: Exactly how
much money does your business stand to make? WinWeb also knows that a major part of business planning is
responding to changes in the business, such as an increase in website traffic or a dip in cashflow. The more
rigor we apply to the planning process, the greater our chances of success. Your business plan is like your
calling card, it will get you in the door where you'll have to convince investors and loan officers that you can
put your plan into action. While the process in extremely powerful, for it to be completely effective, you have
to know WHY you are using the steps. Planning Creates Shared Expectations. In no more than two pages,
billboard all the important stuff. It creates expectations about how actions will evolve and how they will affect
the desired outcome. By forcing a classification of assumptions and their various risk factors, planning, by
default, forces us to evaluate and prepare for all contingencies. I've always liked the idea of turning back to
fundamentals when you need a special boost--like when times get tough. Cut your outline down to what you'll
use. For example, why deal with professional backgrounds of the managers, if outsiders won't be reading it?
Keep the plan alive with regular revisions, but keep it short and manageable. Most plans don't do that.
Remember to include indirect competitors--those with similar capabilities that currently cater to a different
market but could choose to challenge you down the road. Don't skimp on charts: pies and bars and line charts
make numbers easier to understand. Don't include business descriptions and supporting information that only
outsiders will read. Next, establish the market opportunity. Don't create a business plan that's longer than
absolutely necessary. If you are seeking funding from a venture capitalist, you will certainly need a
comprehensive business plan that is well thought out and contains sound business reasoning. Strive for
visibility of performance, so you get accountability and management as a result. Include resumes in an
appendix. For us, planning is the art and science of envisioning a desired future and laying out effective ways
of bringing it about. Instead, get real and size up the competition : Who are they? This is absolutely
fundamental to planning. Your real plan belongs on a computer, not on paper. Communicate better than ever.
Sitting down looking at a blank computer screen as you prepare to start your business plan can be daunting.
Metrics like these--concrete and measurable--help you track progress against the plan later. Think of it like an
elevator pitch. It is not a static document that you write once and put away. A SWOT analysis helps you to
focus on your businesses strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, helping you to navigate the best
possible path for your business towards your end goal. Choose a Business Planning tool that enables you to
focus on running your business! Watch the cash flow. How big is a good plan? You have to know the whole
picture before you can boil things down, so tackle the summary after finishing the rest of your plan. Plans
direct and coordinate action by instructing those within the team what to do and informing those outside the
team how to cooperate and provide support. Why sweat over the editing, the wording, or the page formatting
when a plan isn't going to be read by outsiders? Most of this market information can be found through industry
associations, chambers of commerce, census data or even from other business owners. It might not even be a
single document; maybe it's a combination of some spreadsheets, some slides, and some bullet point texts.


